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Warm greetings Tekano family & extended family
Happy 2020 to all of you.

Welcome to our very first Tekano Newsletter.
Thank you to the fellows for suggesting this newsletter – we are listening to you.

Tekano had its 3rd birthday in January 2020 and what a ride this has been! In January 2017 we set up a brand 
new NGO called Tekano that delivers the Atlantic Fellows for Health Equity in South Africa leadership and 
lifelong fellowship programme. By September 2017 our staff had not only set up the NGO but were launching 
our inaugural cohort of change makers “the Azanian’s”. This was an incredible achievement that took its toll 
on a very young team who were still getting to know one another. We nonetheless pushed on and welcomed 
our first cohort into the lifelong fellowship programme in March 2019. We will graduate our second cohort 
“Izinkwenkwezi” into the lifelong fellowship programme in March 2020. We are so incredibly honoured and 
proud to be associated with incredible leaders in social justice who share the same vision and passion with us 
for a healthier, fairer and more inclusive South Africa and world. We continue to learn and grow with our 
fellows and partners in the development of a programme that supports their leadership journey’s towards 
Health Equity.

Every year is a year for growth and learning but 2019 was particularly so for us as we were confronted with very 
difficult organisational issues that included senior leadership changes; a grievance of racism, white 
supremacy and privilege; reduced organisational capacity and the sudden death of one of our founding board 
members. 

While the findings of the process were not conclusive, as a general principle, the board accepts that racism, 
white supremacy and white privilege are systemic, and that there is unconscious bias in the organisation as in 
other organisations. The board has endeavoured to continue to live out its values of equity, fairness and social 
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justice and remain vigilant about both conscious and unconscious racial and other biases within the 
organisation in any and all actions and interactions with all people. The Board wishes to thank all Tekano 
stakeholders on their commitment to the vision of Tekano and for understanding that this scrutiny, though 
painful, was necessary for the reflection and transformation required of each of us and of our organisation. 
The Board would also like to thank the staff of Tekano for navigating this difficult process while remaining 
committed to the mission and vision of the organisation. The Board acknowledges that the original letter sent 
to stakeholders about this matter may have an incomplete message.  We wish to confirm that the 
Programmes Director participated fully and supported the organisation in its learning and that the separation 
between the board and the previous PD was amicable. We wish to thank Vera Scott for all her contributions in 
establishing Tekano and wish her well for her future endevours.

This inaugural Tekano newsletter will mainly provide an update on all the staff changes in Tekano and I wish 
to highlight a few. From May to November 2019 the Board employed Mrs Veliswa Baduza as an Interim CE 
while recruiting for the new CE. MaBaduza as she is fondly known did a wonderful job of steering the 
organisation through some very turbulent terrain so early in Tekano’s life. She was both the leader and the 
mother we all needed to hold us tightly and make us feel like all will be well. We thank MaBaduza for her 
leadership and love at this time and wish her much success in her future endeavours as she moves on to 
support and steer another organisation that needs her help.  We hope she will remain connected to the Tekano 
family.

We are very pleased to welcome our new CE Ms Lebogang Ramafoko who comes to us with a very strong track 
record of leadership, management and innovation in civil society and is a household name in South Africa and 
a voice for justice and gender equality in particular. Lebo started in December and hit the ground running, 
starting the year 2020 with the very first Tekano Lekgotla where all stakeholders came together to deepen their 
shared vision and commitment for Tekano and the health equity agenda. Lebo certainly has her marching 
orders from the Tekano family & extended family and all of us committed our support to her as she leads us 
in the realisation of the Tekano vision.

She’ll be supported by Ntseiseng Lephole-Phinda, our new Operations Director. Ntseiseng has a proven track 
record in managing the finances, processes and safegaurding of the organisations she has worked in. She is 
a valuable additon to our team. 

The Tekano Board was very sad to say goodbye to Prof Laetitia Rispel, one of our founding board members 
who decided not to renew her second term at the end of 2019 due to competing work demands.  Laetitia was 
part of the Programmes Committee and was instrumental in the design of the Tekano health equity leadership 
development programme. We thank Laetitia for her insights, wisdom and frank discussions in the board. We 
know we will continue to work with Laetitia on the health equity agenda for South Africa and the world.

In August 2019 we were all saddened by the sudden death of our founding board member David Sanders who 
was the Chairperson of the Programmes Committee. David has influenced thousands of us Public Health 
practitioners to think critically about the role of inequality and health and understand that to address it we will 
need value based leaders who work collectively to build coalitions and social movements from the ground up 
to address the injustices that cause disease. We will surely miss David, his work and his teachings live in us 
his students, his colleagues and his friends.
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Ms Ntseiseng Lephole-Phinda Ms Mmatshilo MotseiMs Thandokazi Tabata

WELCOME TO THE TEAM

Ms Veliswa Baduza Prof Laetitia Rispel

Mr David Sanders

ALWAYS
REMEMBERED

WE THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE

Ms Vera Scott Ms Thabisile White

TEKANO TEAM CHANGES

As we start 2020 may we all have the courage and wisdom to break the cycles of hatred and oppression from 
future generations so that there may be a dawning of a truly human society built on love, peace and justice.

Tracey Naledi
Tekano Board Chairperson



Lebogang Ramafoko
TEKANO CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

Welcome to Tekano’s first newsletter. We aim to give you 
updates on regular happenings at Tekano through this 
Newsletter.

It is a real privilege to be the Chief Executive at Tekano. I join the organisation after many years of working at 
Soul City Institute, a renowned intersectional feminist social justice organisation in South Africa. Before Soul 
City revisioned itself into a feminist social justice organisation, it was a leading health promotion organisation, 
focusing on the structural and social determinants of health. I am therefore excited and feel privileged to join 
Tekano. I hope that my knowledge of the NGO sector, my experience and skills in leadership and governance 
will contribute to building Tekano into a strong and responsive organisation that will develop leadership in 
health equity and hold space for progressive activists through our lifelong Fellowship.

My first task at Tekano is to build a strong and efficient team that will deliver on the mandate of the 
organisation. My priority is to review our operational and organisational design and to fill all crucial positions 
as soon as possible. 

I am very pleased to be working with Ntseiseng Lephole- Phinda, our Operations Director, who joined Tekano 
in July 2019.

Since starting at Tekano, Ntseiseng focused on setting up strong financial systems for the organisation to 
ensure that we are accountable with our funds. She comes to Tekano with extensive knowledge of and 
experience in the NGO sector, which is where she spent the duration of her career. She has more than 20 years 
experience in various roles that include Research Assistant, Senior Project Accountant, Finance Officer, 
Operations Manager, Finance and Administration Manager, International Secretariat Financial Controller, 
Finance & Operations Director and Project Finance Director. During this time she has worked for World Vision, 
Population Services International (PSI), Pact SA, Chemonics and the ActionAid International Secretariat where 
she developed a proven capacity in broad-based financial policy development and implementation, process 
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enhancement and the ability to safeguard the organisation from risk [both legal and financial]. She is an 
influential communicator with respect for diversity and developing individuals through building trust and 
loyalty amongst internal and external stakeholders.

At Tekano, her role as Operations Director includes overseeing the provision of efficient human resources, 
sound financial and investment management, efficient and effective administration as well as IT and 
Communication.

Thandokazi Tabata joined Tekano in December 2019. She is a Social Development Practitioner and holds a 
Bachelor’s of Social Work Degree, Honours in Development Studies and has completed Master’s Research in 
Health and Development. She has been practising as a  social worker in Non-Governmental Organisations for 
the past three years focusing on providing psychosocial support to individuals, groups and communities. Over 
the years she has assumed roles including counsellor, advocate, writer and mentor.

As the Fellows Coordinator she contributes to the success of our organisation by providing a relational and 
welfare support service to the Fellows while also coordinating communication. She’s the first point of contact 
for them. 

“I look forward to a rewarding year with Tekano, with great enthusiasm I will pay close attention to each 
individual; to initiate the healing process, to support Fellows within the Fellowship and ensure they exhaust all 
resources at their disposal. I believe in honouring history but also in recognising the process of growth with 
great excitement for the future,” says Thandokazi. 

As a professional she has respect for confidentiality which is supported by skills such as empathy, effective 
listening, and communication. She comes with competencies in sexual orientation, race, culture, gender and 
other human aspects; this aids her effectiveness in understanding and dealing with individuals and groups 
with great sensitivity and awareness. 

We have also said goodbye to some staff members at Tekano. At the end of December, we said goodbye to 
Vera Scott, our founding Programmes Director. Vera led a collaborative process of building a strong Fellowship 
and we hope to build on her strong foundation to create a formidable programme. 

We wish to welcome Mmatshilo Motsei in February as an Interim Programmes Director. Mmatshilo will help us 
review the Fellowship programme, make recommendations for changes and also help us develop a revised 
and new Senior Fellowships Programme. Mmatshilo is an author, speaker and spiritual health coach with a 
keen interest in integrating indigenous wisdom with modern innovations. For over 10 years, she worked as a 
Founding Director of Agisanang Domestic Abuse Prevention and Training (ADAPT), an organisation working 
on domestic and sexual violence as well as the co-founder of Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy for Women. She 
has worked with women across Africa and beyond Africa, including various institutions in the USA, Australia, 
Canada, Europe and Nepal.

Mmatshilo is the Founding Director of Afrika Ikalafe Centre for Spirituality and Health. Aptly called Afrika 
Ikalafe, which means Afrika Heal Thyself, the work of the Centre serves as an invitation for Africa to challenge 
the lie of its inferiority and powerlessness.    
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We also said goodbye to Thabisile White, our capacities officer who was responsible for HR. We thank 
Thabisile for her contribution to Tekano from its beginnings and wish her well in the future.

We started 2020 with a Lekgotla, a convening of our stakeholders that included Fellows, sending 
organisations, mentors and coaches. While we did not have everyone in the room, those present helped 
Tekano reflect on the lessons that it had learnt over the past three years and to reimagine the future of the 
organisation. We are indebted to everyone who attended the Lekgotla and we will send a summary of the 
report to all of our stakeholders. This was one of many convening events we wish to hold with our 
stakeholders. We want to continue reflecting and learning, in order to improve on our service to our Fellows 
and our society at large. 

Lebogang Ramafoko
Tekano Chief Executive 


